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i. INTRODUCTION
The Tracking Accuracy Matrix Processor Program is the third program
_n the Tracking Accuracy Predictlon Program series_ and is therefore de-
noted as Mod Illor TAPP Ill. The purpose of the Tracking Accuracy Matrix
Processor (TAPP Ill:)is to extend the range of applicabllity and the versa-
tlhty of the TAPP-series and to eliminate the duplication of TAPP Mod I
runs for cases Involving the same trajectory and tracking noise models.
To accomplish this, a simplified verslon of TAPP I is used to produce a
tape, Ti3, which drives TAPP Ill. Depending upon manual inputs, TAPP
IIIproduces elther a statistical printout, 03 , or a TAPP II Tape, T32. or
both. It is possible, therefore, to use this system to replace two previous
versions of TAPP I.
In the TI3 tape input to TAPP III, as generated by TAPP I, the trajec-
tory, tracking statlons, tracklng intervals, and rtoisemodels are all
specified. In operating TAPP Ill, one has the option of selecting or deleting
the various statlons or tracMng intervals and thereby studying different
tracking patterns without rerunmng TAPP I. One of the principal features
of TAPP Illis that the assumptions used to f_tthe data to determine orbits.
the so called "f_t-world", may be entlreIy dlfferent from the "true" or
"real-world" For example, in a trajectory determination one mlght
neglect the uncertainty in the GM of the earth, _e' which _s the same as
setting _ = 0, a priom. Using TAPP III, one can permlt thls assumption
_e
to be made in the fitworld; make 0- > 0 in the real world, and then
t.L
determine the deleterious effect ontge orbit determinatlon. This is a very
slmple, almost t_ivial, example of the types of problems whlch can be
analyzed. A more sophisticated problem is to _letermine the deleterious
effects of making erroneous assumptlons in the fxtworld regardlng the "_
relationshlps between parameters.
To summarize, the new TAPP I, II, III system has two major advan-
tages over previous versions of TAPP I:
i| i J tl ,
Documented in References I0 Z and 5.
I
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a) The desired TAPP Ill outputs arc _pccified by coded inputs.
, This is not accomplished l_yoption flags but by a matrix
langunge which permits one to choose a virtually arbitrary
number of output entities. I_a¢-hentity is determined by a
sct of symbolic indices which permit a choice of approximately
50,000 substantially different types of output entities.
b) The assumptions used to fitthe data (the fit-world) may be
completely diffcrent from the true stalistical model (the real-
world). These assumptions include possible constraints
among the constant parameters.
The printout of TAPP Ill, 03, is designed to answer complex statis-
tical questions regarding erroneous assumptions in the fitworld, as well
as to present the usual tracking simulation accuracy results. In addition,
by making several TAPP Ill runs using the same :r13tape, one can obtain
results based on different assumptions without rerunning TAPP I.
Ii 13 Iz2
I s
a' 3 ! TSZ l t
0 t 0 3 0 2
Figure i-t. General Information Flow for the TAPP Program
The second function of TAPP III is to act as a buffer program
between TAPP I and TAPP II, see Figure I-1. Thus, a set
of inputs (I i) to TAPP I, consisting of output times and trajecto_'y initial
-Z-
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conditions together with fit- and real-world tracking noise models, Is used
by TAPP I to produce a tape (T 13) of partials and normal matrices going
with the specified time intervals. TAPP III accepts TI3 and produces a
tape (T3z) for use by TAPP II. Either simultaneously or separately,
TAPP III can produce a statistical printout (03). The manual inputs (I3)
to TAPP III include *.he following information:
a) Print output times
b) Print output format
c) Tape output times )
d) Tape output format
e) Flags stating whether or not a station is operating !
f) Constraints assumed for the purposes of fitting the tracking
data
g) "True" constraints
h) A priori normal matrix used for the fit
l) "True" a priori covarlance matrix
Thus a single T13 tape may be processed_n alarge number of dlfferent
ways.
An important feature of TAPP III is that It extends the apphcabll3ty
of TAPP II to cases in which the constraxnts satisfied by the constant
parameters are different 2n the fit and real worlds. This is accomphshed
by a built-in tape output format whlch always provides TAPP II with p_r:,al_
and normal matrices under vahd TAPP II assumptions. Thus the Dt-world
constraints are always subtracted out of the "consxder" parameters.
TAPP III may also be driven by tapes prods,ted by trackinR programs
other than TAPP I. For example, a tracking r-rogram using exact inte-
gration technxques could be modafied to produce a "T13'' tape of approprlate
format. The mochfications to the tracking program would be relatively
minor since YAPP III imposes no requirements on the nature of *.he
physical constants and biases under regression.
B"
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L g. REGRESSION TO A CONSTRAINED PARAMETER SET
One of the most important subroutines of TAPP III is to accept the
normal matrices "ATwA '' and "ATwMwA" accumulated from the TAPP I
output tape, together w_th the assumed and true a priori statlstlcs, to
produce the assumed and true a posterlor_ statlst:cs. A method is pre-
sented for accompllshing th_s for the most general type of hnear mlmmum-
var:ance regresslon--nameiy, one in whlch the assumptions made, for the
purpose of the regression, about the a priorl statistics of the parameters.
!nc.ludln_ the nature of their constraints, are completely different from :he
"true" a priori statlstics.
Th_s phllosophy of _reating constralnts as part of the a prlorl stat;s-
tlcs of the parameters belng htted not only permits a generallzat,on of the
purpose of TAPP Iiibut conslderably slmplihes _ts programmlng.
Furthermore, the a priorl and a posteriorl statistlcs are stored In the
TAPP I representatlon thus greatly reduc,ng the updating problems.
__.q Both the ,nput {a priori) and output (a posterlori) statistics are stored in
the same format (a normal matrix for the ht world and a covar,ance
matrix for the real world), which permits a relatlvely simple sequen.'mg
and further slm',:-hfies updating.
z. i NOTATION FOR A REGRESSION
r \._Let z represent d random vector wlth a sample vector spa¢ _.
of d_rncns_on n ':which is belng us¢_d as a set of measarements ior re-
r
o
2resslng to a random vector x wn_,:h had a previously est;matcd v,d_¢.
;¢lnth_s sect:on all column vector spaces are designated ':Va''where. 'a
_s a ie'tcr or number. The dn_%enston of the vector space :s designatecl
i)y n and sample memoer of V a possess a superscript :'a". tVla.r.-
ces .a:-,:ng me.tubers o_ V into V_ are designated "M ", where "M" may
be replaced by any capital letter. This notation is a spec,ahzatlon ot
the covar,ant--contravar_ant notat,on of tensor analysis to matrix alge
• bra. Understanding its motlvat,on is not essential to the development.
!
_4 _ •
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_tx . The random vector x may be interpreted as the parameter set of
o
TAPP I. The error In x prevlous to the regression is glven by
5x° = x° - _x° (Z-t)
Let _z r be the value that zr would have for x° = _x ° If no measure-
ment errors were present. The residual of the measurement, defined by
6z r r r: z - _z (ZZ)
Is assumed to be related to x° by the regression equation
#
6z r : Ar6x° + 5m r (2 3)
O
where A r is a n xn matrlx and where 6m r is the measurement error.
O r O
After the regression, a new estlmate _'x ° is formed by the relation
_'x° = _x° + _'6x° (Z-4)
where" _'6x ° Is the new est,mate of the error in x° (obviously the old
estimate of the error is zero). The new error in x° is given by
6'x° = x° - _'x° = 5x° - _'Sx° (Z-5)
e
Z. Z THE FIT WORLD
In this section, _'6x ° ts a linear, nnn, mum-variance estimator of
6x° based on a set of second-moment statlst,cal assumpt,ons about ×o
and 6m r. These statisticalassumptions are called the fitworld (FW),
and are described below.
In the fitworld, 5x ° has zero mean and x° is constrained with
probab, hty one to a submanifold of V °. Thus the statistics of x° must
be spectfied for a parametization of this submamfold defined by the n 2
independent constraints
-5-
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fZ(x°) = ¢ (FWP = i) (Z-6}
,
where c xs a nonstatxstical (known) nz-dxmensiona_, column vector, and
D-,bxhty . To find a parametric repre-where '[FWP" means "fxtworld pro" "
sentatlon of the submanxfold defined by the constralnts (2-6), a n I x no
. C 1 (where n = n - nz) xs chosen such that the n equat, onsmatrix o I o o
I i o
.': : D x (2-7a)
o
2 = f2x (xO) (2-7b)
may be solved uniquely for x° in a sufficiently large regxon about _x °
Desxgnating thxs solutxon
o
x = e°(x I, x 2) (2-8 _
the parametrxc representatlon of (2-6) takes the formJ
_ : e°(x I, cZ} (FWI°'= I_ (2-9_
• o
rhus _,¢-cording ro in,- f.:t world, :no n -dimen-.tonal vector x may be
o 1
expressed as a function of the.n. dxmensxon_.i xect,on x In other
I
words, x xs the paranaete:" set which as he:n_, "fittedon" and hence the
1
components of x are the fitparameters ol the previous terminology.
2
The nz-dimens,onai vector x is assumed in the fitworld to have a
_erfectly known value. Defxning
I D I o Z fZ,_xO_ J_x = _x _x = (Z-t0)
o
6x I I I 6x 2 2 2= x - ptx , .= x - ptx
It follows from taking variations of (Z-7) and (Z-8) about _x? _:hat for small
values of 5x°
-6-
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6xl - D16x ° _2-11a)O
6x2 = DZ6x ° (2-11b)O
O6xl + o6x ° = El E2 6x2 (Z-12)
where
DZ = a____Z(_ x°) (Z _ 13',
o 8x o
Eo Be ° _x 2)(}_xI- m a = I, 2 (2-14:
a 8x a '
The matrices m (2-11) and (Z-12) are called the FW transformation
matrices. They are seen to satisfy the _dentities
DIE_ _"I D 1Ezo 0_ '_- = _.- 15.- :).0 l' 0
D2 o 2 D_ Eo 2
oV'i = 0i' o 2 = I2 (2-15:.d)
I
°D1 + = .. 'E°D 2 I ° (_ I_)E i o 2 .o o
l
t
where _a'a represents the na x na identlty matrlx, and where 0_ repre-
sents the no. x n[3 zero matrix.
Since 5x O has zero mean, so have 6x I and 6x z. Because of (2-6),
6x z = DZ6x ° = 0 (FWP = 1) (Z-'6)O
hence from (2-1Z)
6x o o i
• = El Sx (FWP = t) (Z-I7)
-7-
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The subspace defined by (2-17) is called the .FW space.
1
In the fit world, the normal matrix of 6x is assumed to ernst and
Is designated S 11" Thus the matrix pair (E_, S 11) completely defines the
FW statistics of 6x. ° For some purposes it is desirable to represent
t o is a normal
these statistics by a matrix pair _E1, Soo), where Soo
V ° . be
matrix in This may be accomphshed artzficially by letting Soo
any matrix for which
o T S ,-,o _:"Sli El oo= _i (2-18)
Such a matrix is said to be a valid extension of (E 1, Sll). By v=rtue
of (Z-15a) it is seen that one such valid extension, called a canomcal
extension of (E_, S 11), is given by
( S c = D 1TS D 1 (2-19)
oo o 1 1 ob
r 1
In the fit world, 6m is uncorrelated with 6x and is a zero-mean
random variable with normal matrix Jrr ("W" in the old terminology).
This information is avadable from TAPP I as the n x n matmx
0 0
j = A rTJ A r ( = "ATwA '') (2 2,0)
oo o rr o
For future reference it is noted that on defining
A r = A rE ° a = i, 2 (2-21)
a o
o
and
= A r T jr r rda_ a A_ a = 1,2; [3 = 1,2 (2-22)
i i i i i
_ *The superscript "T" represents the transpose of the matrix it follows.
-8-
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then
= EoTj o (2-23)Jap a ooEp
Thus Joo xs a valid extension of (E 1 , J11 )" It Is as, sumed that the data
is not poorly conditioned for regressing to 5x°--thus (Sll + 511) "1 exists.
2.3 THE ESTIMATOR ._ND THE ERROR _AFTER A REGRESSION
o
Since the estimate _'x must possess the same constraints as those
possessed by x° In the fit world, it follows that bt'6x° must possess the
same constraints as those of 6x O xn the flt world. In other words,
M'6x ° must be xn the FW space. Hence
o i
b_'6x° = El_'6x (Z-Z4)
where ,_'6xI 5x I.is the linear, mlnin]um-varxance estlmator of This
estimator may be rapidly found by substituting the constraint (2-17)
into the regression equation (2-3). Thus
r r
6z r = AlSX I + 6m (FWP = i) (Z-25)
\
r A r o
where, by the definition (Z-ZI), A I = oEl. Thus
rTj hr,-1 rTj 6z r (Z-';6)
_'6xl = (SI1 '- A1 rr" 1) A1 rr
r Tj A r and definingRecalling the definition (Z-ZZ), Jll = A1 rr 1'
%
'SI1 = S11 + Jll (2.-17)
,A 1 1 -I
= ('S ll) (Z-ZS)
-9-
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_'_ it follows that (Z .Z6)may be written in the form
_,6x I = ,AllAlrTjr r6z r (g-29)
In order to hnd _'Sx °, (9--29) is subst:tuted into (g-Z4). Thus
J
o ,AII,A r EI)T JrrSZ r_'6x° = E i ( o
O1"
, o ,AOOA r Tj 6z r (P--30)6x = o rr
where
,* #
,Aoo = ElO ,AllElOT (Z-31)
,All and 'A°° have important FW statlshcal inter-
"' The matrlces 'SII, '
t
pretatxons. From the theory of minimum-variance estxmators, xt follows
that '$II is the FW normal matrlx of the error
: 1 -- -. _'Sx 1 (Z-3Z)6'x I x - _'x I 6x I
1 AI Iin x after the regresslon. Hence • is the FW covarlance ma=rtx of
6,x I o• By (g-5), (2-17), and (Z-24) it follows that the error 6'xO in x
after the regression is glven by
O(6x 1 i) o 1 '2 -33)6'x° _ E i -_'6x = EI6'x _ •
Hence 'A°° Is the FW covarlance matrlx of 6'x°. Because of the FW
constraints, the FW normal matrix of 6'x° does not exlst. However,
on defining
'S = S + 3" (Z-34)O0 O0 O0
-lO-
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where Soo is any matrix catlsfymg (Z-18) then it follows from '_ '"
(Z-Z7) that
#
'S .o T o (Z-35)II - El SooEl
In other words, if Soo is a valid extension of (E 1 , Sll ). then 'S i_ aoo
,-_o 'S 1) The use of (Z-34) and (2-35) instead ofvalid extension of _1, 1 "
(g-27) in the present TAPP iiI program offers a number of advantages.
Since Joo is available from TAPP I, it does not have to be "collapsed"
by (Z-Z2) Furthermore, if S must be updated to the tm_e of J thcn
• O0 00'
fins may be accomphshed by the propagation matrix available from TA})P 1
whereas an updating of S 11 would reqmre a transformation of the upd,.ring
matrlx.
The new error 6'x ° may be expressed as a linear combination of the
old error 6x ° and the measurement error 6m r. Substituting (g-3'_. into
(Z-30) yields
:.._:.
_,6x o ,%oo (A: T3 kr A r Tj ..,= : : 6x ° + 6m r ) (2.--_olrr o o rr
Substituting (2-36) into (2-5) and ,icf:ning
o .o ,,oo.r
= _ - '.--_ _:'-37;0 0 O0
and
T A r Tj r ,,6m = 6m
o o rr
yields
6'x° - _O6x o _ 'A°°6m T (Z-_')_
o O
-11-
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Z. 4 THE REAL WORLD
It is of interest to note that so far no assumptions have been made
concermng the "actual" statistics of &x° and 6m r. These stat:stical
assumptions are referred to as the real world (RW) and are described
below, Once the real world _s defined, the statistics of the error 6'x °
o
after the regression is determined by (Z-39).
In the real world it is assumed that 6x ° is a zero.-meanrandom
variable with covariance matrix _oo. Thus the possibihty that 6x ° :s
constrained to a subspace of V ° is ummportant, s:nce _t merely means
%
that _oo is s_ngular. Imtially, however, the statistics of 6x ° may be
given in the form of a covariance matrix of some parametizat_on of the
space to which 6x ° is constrained in the real world. Thus by analogy with
the fit world, xt _.s assumed that there is available a set of RW transforma
-j
D 4
.... 1 ,
tion matrxces Do' o' E3'° E4O such that the equations
g_2 6x3 = D 3 6x° (Z-40a)O
6x4 = D4&x ° (Z-4Ob)0
have the _nverse
o o
6x° = E 36x 3 + E 4&x 4 (Z-41)
where letting"RWP" mean "real world probability"
6x4 = D46x ° = 0 (RWP = 1) (Z 4Z)
O
or
_ o
• &x° E 3 6x3 (RWP - i) (Z-43)
-IZ-
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Thus
_oo o_33 oT
- E 3 E3 (Z-44)
where _33 is the RW covariance matrix of 6x 3.
In the real world, 5m r is uncorrela_ed with 6x 3 and is a zero-mean
random variable with covariance matrix _rr (called "M" in the old termi-
nology). This information is available from TAPP I as the n o x n o matrix
' _Joo = AroTJrr_rrJrrAro ( = "ATwMwA") (2-45)
Note that this "normal-type" matrix is merely the RW covariance matrix
T
of the random variable 8m defined by (Z-38). The FW covariance
T o
matrix of 6m ° is Joe" In this sense, therefore, Joe is the RW analog
o
of J In both the real and the fit world 6m T is correlated with 8x .
00" 0
From the RW statistics of 6x ° and 8moT, it is easy to determine
the RW statistics of 6'x ° from (Z-39). Thus, since 5x ° and 8m T are
._ O
uncorrclated and have RW covariancc matrices 7_°° and .Too, respectively,
it follows that the RW covariance matrix of 6'x ° is given by
,zoo : Lo_ooLoT + ,Aoo_ ,Aoo (Z-46)
0 0 O0
2.5 THE REGRESSION ALGORITHM
J
The results of this section that arc applicable to the programming
of TAPP Ill are presented in the form of a set of computations--called _ %
The Re¢,ression Algorithm--which may bc considered as a basic subroutine
of TAPI )III. :
)
•
. -
] 9660 ] 8652-0 ] 6
---b.
O Z. 5. 1 Inputs to the Algor!thm
Fit World (FW) Inputs
o (noXn matrix): The FW Constraint Matrix _a) E i i
This matrix represents the partials of the TAPP I param-
eters with respect to the fit parameters (taking into account
' the constraints assumed by the f_t world). "._"
. b) Soo(noXn ° matrlx): An Extended FW A Priori Normal
Matrix
If S , represents the a priori normal matrix of the fit
1 1 may be any matrix such thatparameters, then $oo
oT_ ..o
SII = E 1 _oor_l •
c) Joo(noXno matrix): The "ATwA '' Matrix
Real World (P_W) Inputs
d) _oo(noXno matrix): The RW A Priorl Covariance Matrix
This matrlx represents the "true" a prlori covariance matrix
"_J of the parameters of TAPP I.V
e) _Joo(nOxno matrlx): The "ATwMwA" Matrix,
Z. 5.2 Outputs of the Algorithm
a) An extended FW a posteriori normal matrix:
'S = +
oo Soo Joo
b) The FW a posteriori normal matrix of the fit parameters:
4
o T,_ -o
'$1t : E 1 _oo'_1
c) The FW a posteriori covariance matrix of the fit parameters:
,Aii = ('Sii)'i
± lit ill
_This matrlx, or more accurately, its transpose, is set up in a set of
temporary locations from coded lists of permutations and constants.
-14-
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I
I
d) The FW a poster_orl covariance matrix of the TAPP I j
parameters:
#
,AOO o ,All oT
= E l E 1
e) Partials of a posterlori errors :n TAPP I parameters
wlth respect to a priori errors in TAPP I parameters:
L o _ io . ,A°o
o 0 0 JO0
f) RW a posteriori covarlance matrix of TAPP I parameters"
,_o0 = L O_oOL oT + ,Aoo_ ,Aoo
0 0 O0
j_
-15-
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•) 3. TtIE MATRIX TI(ANSI.'()RMATION TECIINIQUES OF TAPP lII
In TAPP Ill, a wide variety of matrix manipulations is required.
TAPP Ill must be able to permute, constrain, transform to different epochs,
0
and partition the rows and columns of a number of different matrices. Further-
more, to fulfill its assigned tasks, th_:se maniptalations cannot be fixed, or de-
termined by a few option flags. Indeed, it was found necessary to design a
matrix language that would allow the user of the program to command, in any
desired order, a number of different matrices, tile rows and columns of which
may relate to a large number of different parameter sets.
The possible output options are determined by the Coding ControITa!de.s,
which are "built into" the program as constants. The program is so general
that the output options and the methods of coding them may be changed by appro-
priately modifyi,_g these tables. However, it would not be advisable to do thi,,
until an intimate knowledge of the program is attained.
3. i TIIE MATRIX FORMAT TABLE (T3)
In TAPP III it is necessary to deal with many different types of matrices.
Because of storage limitations, some matrices must "share" locations with a
symbolic designation ff of each matrix a set of values that completely defines •
the representation of the matrix in the computer. This is accomplished by the
table lookup operation,
{F, "t; az) = T3(e),
which looks up tht. symbolic contcnts ._i ¢_ in the first column of T3 and store_
the contents of ti_e asso :,ated entri'-; of tb_. table in F, _ t' /£1' &2" The si_-
t,ifie-anct: of the contents of those '.oc'ttious is as follows:
::" The storatte format of the matrix
: The location of the matrtx
"t
& 1" The number of rows of the matrix
A2: The nttmb¢.r of columns of tht. matrix
_) The matrix defined I')y this tahl," lookut_ t_l>t,rat ion is designated Eft3.
-I6-
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The storage format, F, of a matrix determines the method by which each [[
entry'of the m_trix is stored in the program. There are five types of matrix
storage formats used in TAPP III:
F = NS: The Matrix is Not Stored,
F = RR: Rectangular by Rows. Let [(Y3 represent:the matrlx.labled by
the symbolic contents of cr. The value of the a.th row, b°th column of ff is
given by
< a_ aI
where "Con" means "contents of. "
F = TR: Triangular by Rows. This format is used to store symmetrlc
matrices (hence A l - _Z), Fox' this format:
I (ZA 2+ 2 -a)(a - l! bl+ .
O<a_b_
F = IP: ludirect Permutation Matrix. This format is used to r_:pre.s,:-_T
- i i i i ,
a n x n permutation matrix by storing o_ly the coordinates of its no_-diagona},
non-zero entries. Since the entries are one, their values need not be stored. In
physical format, an IP is merely a list of words of the form (a, b), _ndlca;ir_g
that there ss a "I" in the a.-th row, b-th column of £_. Let u and v be two
n -dimensional column vectors such that %U
u "- [O']v. 13" 31
then the presence of a word (a. b) in the list represents the statement "..,-
-17- _
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_) "u(a) -- _b)" . (3-4_,
If any component u(a') is not mentioned in the class of all such statements
implied by the list, then u(a') = v(a').
F = 11{: Indirec_Constraint Matrix. This format is used to represent
a n x n constraint matrix by storing only the coordinates and values of its
u U
non-diagonal, non-zero entries. In physical format, an IK is a llst of word
pairs of the form (a,b), e, where a and b are integers and e is a floating
point number. The classes a and b of all a- and b-values, respectively,
must have no values in common. If E_] is operating on a n -dimensionalu
column vector v, then E @] is represented as a set of mutually commuting
transformations. Each word pair (a, b), e induces the transformation
v(i)-_---v(i) for i# a
(3-._)
v(a),_--v(a)- e v(b)
In other words, • times the b-th component of v is subtracted from the a-th
J component of v. Thus, interpreting a word pair as representing the
statement
"_-_" = e" (3-6)
an IK matrix subtracts all non-zero constraints implied by the list of word
. pairs from the matrix v.
3.2 THE REPRESENTATION OPTIONS
A representation is a set of n parameters that completely ciescrib(:s the
physical system assumed by TAPP I_. The representation options available '_ are
% ii ii ,,
_'Stating that a representation is available does not mean that the actual parame-
ters or their nominal values are present in the program. TAPP III manipulates
only the partials and statistical matrices describing the properties of these ran-
dom parameters about fixed nominal values determined by TAPl= I.
o -18- ,
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tindexed by the conl(.nts of the Iwo lc:ca|.ion.,_ ¢,,v. |.';arh available: representation j
x_ x may b_. written in the form
x'r'x = _'_ -] (3-7)
where pl" is an orbit set option (np-dimensional) and qX is a syst=:m set option
(n - n = n dirhensional). For its internal computations, TAPP Ul represents
-- p q
it°statistical matrices in the :_tandard r_.pres_.ntation x (sometimes calledthe
progra m representation) , which is aI.qo a r_.presentation option defined by the
option indices 1"= 0, X = 1. Notations applicable to x are:
bU L'U
TAPP III must be 'able to express normal and covariance matrices in arbi-
trary representations. It must also be able to find the partials matrix connect- i
_ng any pair of representations. To accomplish this, the program computes a
transformation matrix <_, ¢.X 1 defined by _i
_x'/"X/ox if /J = 0
<1_, "r. xl = (3-9)
/_x 1",X_"r if /,I= 1"
and stored in the utility matrix X called the transformation accumulator.
Thus the index _ called the parity flag of the transformation matrix, determines '
whether oe not partials are to be inw, rse-transpose_l (i. e., ad)ointed). In order
to compute thetransformatio;_ matrix, the partials _x "?'x/_x must be expressed ;
as a pro, duct (or chain) of primative matrices (called links), such that each link _'_
may he arljoint(.d without the use of a general inversion routine. ._
.'3
The a,ljoint is chosen inst,.ad c_f the inw.r_e because the _djoint preserves tl_e
order c,f mat r ix mult ipl icat ion, t he r,.by stmp!ifyinp, t he logical sequencing of the _
proRram. _?
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I The first step in such a decomposition is to note that
bx'r' x _x "r, x 3×*/', l
- • (3-1o)
"-dx -_x'r,1 ox%
" The function of the Orbit Set Options Table (see Table BZ) is to locate for the
program the matrix that determines _x ¢' 115×. The function of the System Set
Options Table (see Table B3) is to locate the links of bx_r,X/_xT, I. To see how
this is done, it is necessary to describe the functional relationships that are
assumed to c×ist between the representations x T'No
3. Z. I The Orbit Link
I"
It is assumed that for each I",p is a function of the standard repre-
sentation, i.e.,
Tp _-p'r(x) = pr(p.q) (3-it)
and may be broken up in the form
p : (3-1z)
where r and v are np/Z dimensional vectors representing generalized
position and momentum variables of classical mechanzcs. It follows from the
I"
_. well-known Poisson-Bracket relations between p and p that
pj F: c3- 3
where (_)represents the ad_oint operation and where O a_ I are np/Z x np/Z
zero and identity matrices (in this formula only). From equations (3-7), (3-8_,
and (3-I l) it follows that ;_x_', 1/bx, c;dl_,d the. orbit link.__ is given by
.j
-2t) -
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i • i ill , -- ii i , __- .
where Oqp is the (n - np) x np zero matrix and Iqq in the (n -np) x(%- np)
identity. From (3-13_ the adjoint of the orbit link is given by
. r
= -- ..... --.---- (3-15)
3.2. 2 The Orbit Set Options Tab! e (TO)
From equations (3-14) and (3-15) it is seen that the matrices bp1"/_v¢
uniquely determine the orbit links and their adjoints. These n x n matrices
P
are stored in the computer in certain locations, which are, for some orbit set
options (nameiy I" = 4 and 1"= 5) row-partitionings of larger matrices of for-
mat R R. The function of the Orbit Set Options Table (see Table BZ) is to
associate with each orbit set index 1" a set of values that determines the lo-
cation of the associated orbit set partials bp_'/bx. This is accomplished by the i
table lookup operation
) = TO(),,
from which the location of _p_'/_x is determined by
"/ + _npLoc(3p1"l_) :., t n._ 13-161
%
From Table B2 it is seen that there are two types of orbit set options.
Those representing orbit parameters at various times (I' = 0, I, 2, 3) will always
be valid and cannot be altered or added-to without modifying the overall sequenc-
ing. However0 those options representing the second and third set of six miss
.?
!
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_ii parameters (I" - 4, fi) are valid only for the present set of miss pa rs
assumed by TAPP I. The first set of six miss parameters is not an orbit set
option since its partials do not satisfy (3-13).
3. Z. 3 The System Links
The system sets are supposed to represent physical constants and
biases, hence they must be functionally independent of the standard orbit set p.
Thus for ali
qX = qX(x): qX(q) (3-17)
On recalling (3-7) and (3-8), it follows that
bx 7, x IO p Opq 1_x_,I : _._.| (3-18)
L. qP _q J
This matrix, called the system chain of X, is independent of 7, but must be
factored into a product of analytically adjointable links before it can be produced
bythe program. _ccordingly, it is assumed that to each system index x, ex-
cept x = l, there is assigned a unique system index X_ (called the predecessor
of X), such that x = X' and
x fx¢ x') (3-19)q = q
fxwhere is either a permutation function (meaning that qX is a reordering of
the components of qX') or a constraint function (meaning that fx subtracts
functions of one subset of the components of qX' from another disjoint subset
of its components). From(3-19)
I8x_,X I Opq 7 (3-Z0)Xt = PPo _q J
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Such matrices, called system links, are independent of _" and are either per-
muiation or constraint matrices - both of which are very easy to adjoint, as is
shown below.
Let P be an arbitrary permutation matrix, Then for arbitrary
(n x I) matrices u, v
O
(pu}T(pv)- u.Tv
since both sides of this equation ,'epreserit sums of the same product in a dif-
ferent order, Hence
T pTp Tu( )v=uv
for all u, v. It follows that pTp = I. In other words
P'* = (P'I) T = P (3-211
Therefore, permutation matrices are self-adjoint, i]
By definition, an arbitrary constraint matrix K may be written in the
form
K = I - E 3-ZZ)
where E is a matrix having the property that the class of all int,,gers iabelin_z
the rows of E that possess non-zero entries has no member in comt_oon ,.,,':th
the 'class of all inte_ers labelmL, the columns of E that possess non-zero in:,:- ,
_ers. Therefore E is nilpotent {E" "- 0}. Thus
h
" ql_
(I+ E)(:- m) : I-m z : I
whence it follows from .(3-ZZ) that
K* --I+ E {3-Z3} !_"
"C
Z3 _•
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f_"U 3.2. 4 The System-Set Options Table [TZ)
The system chain of x is formed from system, links by chain-ruling
down to x - 1 in the fashion:
J
x' x(n-l) _x'r,x(x "1).. 3x Zx _x'r, x _x'r, _x 'r,
_x.r,x"r _x.r, x" - ax.r, xln) _'r. I 13-Z41
the n-th
-link
• where nx is called the order of X. Thus nx represents the number of links,
the'orbit Iink in the chain of the transformation <lz, r, x t. The func-includin R
tion of the System-Set Options Table (see Table B3) is to assign to each mean-
ingful ordered pair (X, n) the symbolic designation cr of the n-th x-link by
b means of the table lookup operation
"or = TZ(x,n)"
It then follows from Section 3.1 that the operation
"(F'it; £11' ZlZ) = T3(a)"
completely defines the matrix 0". In other words
['TZ(x, n)_ _x'r' x(n'l)= .... (3-Z5)
_x'r,x(n)
] Ience
_x _, x
-Z4 -
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/:rom Table. B1 and B3 it is seen that each of ti_e links in this chain are
either indirect pcrmutatic_ns (I," .-- IP) or indirc, ct constraint (F = IK); hence they
are not stor(,d as full-sized (n x n ) matric'_:s. Thtls the multiplications ira- "
pli(d by (3-25) are carric.d out indirectly and from r!_ht to left. These multipli-
cations are rt.prest.ntt,d in th(, program as op(.rations l)(:rforrned on the columns
of the transformation accumulator X . Furthermore, whether the links are
"6
used or the adjoints of lhe links are used is automaticaUy determined by the
value of the parity index _ This is made possible by the order preserving
property of the adjointing operation, together with the simple adjointing al_oo
rithrns implied by equations (3-Z1) and (3-Z3),
3.3 THE SET-PARTITION OPTIONS TABLE (T1)
Thus far, a technique for obtaining a transformation matrix _g, V, x]
i
defined by equation (3-9) has been described. By use of such matrices in con-
junction with the matrix options (see Table B3), it would be possible to find
covariance matrices and normal matrices relative to any representation x r' .
It would also be possible to find partials relating any pair of representations.
•"_s powerful as this tool is, it is inadequate from several viewpoints. Printing
out a (n x n ) matrix where n may be as large as 50 wouId be rather awk-
"_. _
ward, if one is interested in only a small partition of this matrix. Also
TAPP II requires partitionings of its matrices on the T32 tape. Finally, the
transformation accumulator is inherently incapable of describing the partials
of arbitrary miss parameters with respect to the standard representation (and
this must be done if covariance matrices of such parameters are'to be found).
I
To alleviate these difficulties the partials matrix (_,, 1",_01 is introduced.
_s its notation implies, this matrix, which is stored in the partials accumula-
tor X, is a function of the contents of the three locations /4, ?, P. As before
(see Section 3.7.. 3):
tt is the parity flag
'/' is the orbit-set option
The index p, called the s.c,t-partition option, serves as an input to the table
lookup opt:ration
:i
, -Z5- "
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,7 "(x, ,,;:, i,) : "' !t p) " ( 3-.:71
on the S,.t-Partiti+;n Oi_tior,:; 'r,,b!+. (s,,,. "f',tbl,, B,I), The outputs of this _per:*ti<,n
arc usud to <lm,,rmine (t_, ,',Pi in a -imm_er described below,
"Fo r:,ch pair of iiner, rrs (t,iz) snti:;fging the in,'qu,dities
0 < i ,; i_ < n (_..2_.j
¢)
tl'ere is as.qoclatt.d a (h - t x n ) rn:ttrix _tt c;tlled a partili(m cff taj] ;l _lt!1
l_,.,nt h that :tssi_ns to each _ -dimer;._;icmal column vector v, a vectc_r (£5iv}
with components
t
(Oiv)t ; - v(_ 4 t), 0 < i <_h - t ;",-..
Thvs0 :t p;_rt_,.:cn matr,,x :nay b,. _,)_:,_._:.:,.red a,a a ro,v-pa:'titio_,,:;:,, _,f ,}_- .-, ,,.
k..
i,lenti:.. :=..!; ;._ I. Thf..iefJr.it;n, .)f 'i.,. i:arti.lls matrix is n(, .... .,,.rift. '_ _.r '_:.
ci,_e for, :"
1
f
[,. - ,' t .:-_ , t_ ":" _i ,or X "t 3
t ,, _, }
_, "r,#l .. :" , .....
I r,',,-' l:t 'or x : 0I " t, '\ l + "
• ' by; :,I,'b .in 11 x :: ;r,a_ rix '.vh, .... _- ',',.',._ ,<-.,:,_ti_,n is RIv,,i: t}li ."(;13t_ ..i .,, .: :.
,I it
_,:,tl_lly <ni i-; m,.ant io ref,.r t.._ .'tn l_l × n m;drix, whet.,. _ '..- _:,li n,-.--';-
..tri,v ;'q,,.il, t,, ,--. llcl,,-,.ver, :i,i..' n;ak,.s no_,liff,,rriic, . to ,l:,. ,,.,,'t ;' :..,:,,.,l ,_.i,-trl>: I_l|l( n '_• prilvidt:d ]l _. _.
}
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If X _ O, p is called a system-partition option. Such an option desig-
nates both the desired system qX and a partitioning of the representation
It is of interest to note that for _ = 0:
_(¢,_ xr. x)(o,'r..ol =. _ (3-31)
0
is because the parameter set _ x ,X does not determine the representation
x Y'X. If x _ 0, n is not needed to define the partials matrix; and therefore
communicates to the program the number of links in the chain of partials _e-
fining the transformation matrix.
If , x = 0, p is called an isolated set option. An isolated set may be in-
terpreted as a partitioning of an available set - that is, parameter sets wt_ose
partials with respect to the standard representation are stored in TAPP III.
Notice that the partials matrix for isolated set options is independent of _ and
Y. However, since no machinery is available for adjointing the particles ma-
trix of an available set, it is appropriate t_ set /_ =.0 for this case. Let n
designate the available set whose partials are stored at the location n. Then
from (3-30) it follows that
_1_'_%1(o, -, Pl = _ ,,, (:3-3z)
where the blank is used to indicate that the orbit set index is not used. Compar-
ing equations (3-31) and (3-32) shows that system-partition and isolated set
options may be treated on the same footing for # = 0 - the only difference
being that system-partition options require an additional index Y to define them.
-Z7-
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i _ _ _ _,* i ; _ , .'" "% "' '_.' i_ *'. ' ._ ",' '.; _ '*_ , _ ',_ ,1" _ _ ' t;. ,._ ,
_aP (q , . "r, ,_ t_ _" c_ .... ,,'_ .,._,
• "_ i |
1,
",_bl,. _, i' ';';_ :,_.' ;,._t'_.,_:;_'l_;._! '5 ;LI, 7. _31 :; '_;_' fl_'"'t V:_ " -'" " ": , ";'. D
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(---i T = I-.'--) ('_-%.!)
and omitting the brackets about ¢0 in (3-33)_ an output entity may be designat-
ed move economically in the form
The parity flags /.lI and _Z cannot be chosen arbitrarily but depend upon the
matrix option cr if Z is to have physical meaning. If (3-35) is valid, then it
' O
is said th.xt Cr° has parity (_1, _2 )"
3.4. 1 The Coding o£ Covarlance Matrices
A covariance matrix ?,a_ parity (0,0). Thus any values of _'I'"tZ i:_
the Orbit-Set Options Table and any values of _I'PZ in the Set-Partition Op-
titresT;_blc may b,"chosen. It i_ w_'.ll_o keep in mind, however, that isol._!,.d
s,-.toption_ require less machine tim_. than do system-partition options (since
the frJrmer merely sets the form:it of the Partials Accumulator X0 w,h._chis a
dummy matrix). For example, Gthou_h the partials
(0,],pl
(O, I,cp t
(o, t.q_i
(0,i,ap!
(0,-, r.k'I
all i.:cn;-ca!, the Ia:_t one .should l_,- chns,:n', i
Y_r_
l
;_,.4. ,'. The Codin_ of Norm,d .,_;_t,':_'_,_, !
:,. nor:n;tl matrix has _:_rl_,:, (!, l), heace only t:ys._-,c.'m-m,rl. iti,,n ,,i_t',:,;,_'-' %
n'u'_y he c:_oqen fnr them. Usually in the c;_se of norl_lal n_:_lri(.es, ,me c.l:o,',,;;..,.
TI :: CZ and x I ,: _'?.(wh,:r_,, of course, v I and ,V2 refer to the v,:l_,s _,h_.,'_n¢,;:
for _?, v..h_.n _, and 92, re.spc.,clively, ar,', .qubslituled intn(_,-37}). For lhi_
choice the outlant entity takes the for,.n
-29 -
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and thus represents a partitioning of the rows and columns of the normal matrix
referred to the representation x 7,x Excellent examples of output entities of
this type are provided by R_C for co = 4, 5, and 6. One subtility must be
mentioned here: the extended normal matrices S. and S' (see Section Z) are •
valid only for I' = fp and _' = fl. The reason for this is that they were origi-
nally only defined for the parameters being fitted and were artificially extended
into the standard representation
3.4. 3 The Coding of Partia!s
The matrix option Oo _ I has two valid parities, namely {0, l) and
(l,0). It is easy to show, however, that
(o,_'l' P11111'rz, Pz) = (l, 'rz, ,ozlIlO,rl, pl) 'r (3-37)
J The use of the identity matrix option inables one to find partials of the form
f tI
and
and, by the use of (3-37}, their transposes.
0
0
-30-
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4. +,k GENERAl .r)ES(;R,,_FION OF TAPP III [
I
Il
"rht. + pL1Ft)cl.-J(' (1I" til,.-+ _q,'_ "i(trl ,5 |o _ltlt[tlll'_ lli &a COll¢'i,Y_.' ,l l_<al*rll aS !I
p_Jssible, the 'op_..'ratt,,,_ ol ti;_ ;:,dbl',,,.lJllt, s and tilt, overall loglt flow of
tlie prograrl'£. A con_pl,.l(, l'lincii_nat d,:_( ripl.ioll oi th_ prolgrlinl ir_')m
the engineering,viL:wpr,i_:t is ._'ven I,',the l_bles and flow diagram_ c_l"the
appendixes. Therefore0 finis _ection, in conjunction wilh the matrix-
raanipulRtion leci_r_iques and theory d_scn_scd _- sectmn _-, serves its g,
guidt, to under_tandin_ the program, el'reed in the appe1_dixes. In urdcr
for this section to _ervc ,_s a reference to thv program, it is made as
independent as possible trom tl_e rest ¢_fth_ report,
4. ! THE .INPUT TAPE FORMAT
m ¢_rd,._ for TAPP I to produ¢_e ll;e input tape TI3 , TAPP I is _ive,:
+, list ¢_f _t:puI ttm_.s, "_I' "1-2.... t-_ (in a_¢-end_r+g ,,rd_-r'}, _ind ,_ I:'._je¢ .A
toa'v, r r,,m li,_- t.raj_..ct,,ry, TAI_P i t ompule.+ a set ,>i _¢t_ t_m,+.6,I it
'_2 ..... '_n (in a_,t c::dinla (,rcti.r). which +trt. interpt,h,t,.d _|'+io It:,, :np, i'
t_n'_,..-, r_,prod_u v _ .._,., ,,f t .m_.,;, I.:_. t l' t2' lnlT (_: a_c,:ndine, ord,r}
,'-all,-d _np_t-t,it),- _in-=,..-, (_,r _ tim,.s), xvhic}: in(-tude ,_tll .,n,,_t_t -arm all vpc :t
t'mc_, rhu._, c_ch 'I. time ,_ e:tl:vr a__ input tln{c ¢)r aI, vp_ch t.+lrav. (Of
¢_t_rsv I _. ,tnd "a _ile ,n.lr_,:on. tul_.e or t'po¢:i_ f,)." tilt. each pi_as,_. ) Ti_t.
t) J_
_ni,,;.na'.,,..;:'_ _,z: ti_. "r tata¢,., ._tc.r_d in the- foltuwing /(.,rm_._:
" 13
init ;at ifd,+, rn_ati+n
IDEN I¢t,,_'t,firation of t_tp¢+
B (nm x n o) mi, trix The p;_rliatt_ of the n'_ par/amp:tots ,,vi.t}:
_'_..spect to the TAPP 1 p_ramt.ter,_ at =
i_j,,_I ion
Thv k-th Record (The inform,aion a,_s_ci_,ted wilh the, t._me Int_,,.-v_,
(tk-l'tk)'k = I, 2.... nit _s stored in the followingior_,,a_,t:_
j Epo(:l', t_rne index(By defimtiem j either _..
rt*lll,iinS the "same for c,tcl_succvs,civ(,- tillle
inte_'vul or, If il changes it vhang_:s t_) It-l. )
I- Ttx_-. _ urrcnt time index
-.31 -
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INFO T}:_.5 data block is reserved to s_.t_ply any
desir,.d information associated with _ime
t k (for example, tk itself, orbit parametere
etc.
U _(npX n matrix) Tl_e partials of the time-varytng p_rame_ersO a1 tb( wttil respect tO the TAPP I parameters
at t:.
J
(For the s-th Station:)
s The station number
,,_J The ATWA matrix for the s-th station dt, r_ne
o the t_me interval (tk.l,, tk) refer_:ed to ,he
e po _,h tj
_I Th_ :YTWMWA matrlx for th_ _-th st_t:t.n
diir,ng The _in_e interval (tk_ 1 tk) ,'cferred
to the epoch Ij
The: _.nd of this block is terminated by a zero value for s. The s_atJons
e
need not be in numerical order.
4.2 THE SUBROUTINES OF TAPP Ill
_._ TAPP III keeps track of the lot.lowing quantities:
Sequenc Jng Controls
i Number of.next print outpu! block
' index of next print output time
z Number of next recycle tnv_e,
' Index of next recycle t:rne
9T kEP°¢h+l stJndexrecord°f)the next TIj re, cord ij., ¢,..
f
Output Block Identification
j Program epoch
1
Index of last recycle time
k Jndex of current time _.c, , rcc_,rd tmmbcr)
tNFO ldent_f_catlon of the k-th record
' 32-.
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Oukp_!t E,ntlty Identification
¢_ Entity number
COM Ertity .designation (coded _equence of
co_nmands fo; producing the desired
output)
Stored Partials (The following matrices are partials witli respoct to the
2
standard representation x of the indicated paran',etcr sets: )
]_ (_pJ/bx) orbit parameters at program epoch
(upper n x n- x n- identity :._atrix)p o o
U (3pk/bx) orbit parameters at current tir.,e
V (Spilt)x) orbit parameters at last recycle
time 2
W (Spi/Ox) orbit parameters at injection
B (3m/3x) miss parameters
1
The !ast recycle time is the time at the beginning of the i'-th tracking
interval of T32. In this context, recycle times are also midcourse
correction t_mes.
x = where represents the orbit parameters at the program epoch
and q represents the TAPP I system of constant p4rame_ers.
Trackin_ Accuracy (The following matrices are referred to the program
epoch: }
J The ATwA matrix from _ to k
~ TW MWAJ The A matrix from _.lo ,_
A PriortStatistics (Also referred to program epoch)
S The fit world normal matrix •
The real world covariam ,' n xa_rix
Before discussing the overall sequencing of TAPP/II, it ts necess,_ry
to briefly describe the functioning of the following subromines:
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4. Z. ! The Partials Accumulator Subroutine
This subroutine was discussed in dr:tail in section 3. However, the
concepts developed in that section ,Jr(, outlined below for easy reference•
In TAPP Ill there are many types of parameter sets that must be
considered. Since all pertinent statistical matrices are stored relative
to thv _landard represen[ation ×, it _s po,_;:_ible to transform them to any
representation a (or partition thereof), providbd a subroutine is available
that can generate 0a/0x or (0x/0a)T and appropriately partition its rows.
This is the task assigned to the partials accumulator subroutine. Basically,
this subroutine accepts as inputs the symbols }z, _', p to produce an output,
designated by (_, T, P[ , at the variable location X {called the joartials
accumulator). For certain values of p {referred to as the isolated set
options} }xand v are ignored, and X is set equal to certain partitioning
of the stored partials. Other values of p {called the system-partition
options} represent both a choice of constant parameters q'_ and partitioning
of representation
T
;,,) )
where pT £s the orbit parameter option labeled by the index'r. In the latter
case a fixed set of locations X (called the transformat'ion accumulator) iso
filled in accordance with the relation
Ox "r'"x'/_)xfor _ = 0
X
0
(Sx/OxV ,_)T for _ - I
and X is set equal to the required partitioning of X o.
4.2,. 2..The Executive Program (St, c Figure CZ)
Tht, ]_x(,(tutiv(, Progr&n_ _ls(,s the partials accun_ulator to produce an
output option (called ;_n entity) _tt the, set of locations Z from the coded
¢'ommi_nd COM. This command consists of five words, which contain
__ wduvs of th(.seven variabl_..s0"o;ttI, "rI, Pl; uz' "r2' PZ stored in the format
-3,1-
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Word i Word 2 Word 3 Word 4 Word 5 I
0o (_i 'vl) Pl (_t2'vZ) P2
The Executive Program accepts COM _s an input to produce output
Z= (_1' vl' Pll [ao].l_2' "r2' P2 )
wherel...)-(... IT and where [ao] is a matrix option labele(iby theindex a
O
4.2. 3 The Statistical ,Input P..r.ogram (See Figure C3)
This program accepts the inputs
S O (nfl x nfl) Fit world normal matrix of the fitted parameters
at injection
A° (nrl x nrl) Real world covariance matrix at injection of those
parameters that are nominally unconstrained in
the real world
These inputs are introduced by the read-in program as the a priori inputs
to TAPP IIIand produce the outputs
' s, - [0. 0, fl)s° (0, 0, fl[
^,', = [1, o, rl).% (l, o, rl I
which are transformations of the a priori statistics to the standard repre-
sentation.
4. Z.4 The Statistical Output Program (See Figure C3) [
This program processes the input matrices J, J, S, A and produces,
with the aid of the Partials Accumulation Subroutine, the outputs
S _ The fitworld normal matrix at current time
A t The fitworld covariance matrix at current time
• _I The real world covariance matrix at current time
-35-
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in the following manner:
_) I} S' _-- S+J
z) z _- (I,0,flls, 11,0,n}
Z_-- Z "1
^, .-- 11 o, n) z (1 o, nl
3) X_--" I-A'JO
e
4) Z _-- X _' X T
O O
w,
A '_'- Z
5) X *--" A'O
Z _--- X j X T
O O
_.' .--- ?d+Z
4. 3 THE SEQUENCING OF OPERATIONS
TAPP Illis initiated by the Read-ln Program, which places the
manual inputs in their allotted locations. The seguenclng is initialized
as follows:
i':' = 0
1 :'.' = 0
i' = 0
_' = 0 W _'--- t
JT = 0
j = -I
i = 0
k = 0
-36-
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The initial information IDEN and B of T13 is read into the locations INFO
and B of the program, after which TAPP III enters the k-th cycle for
k = 0. During the k-th cycle, the epoch for the k + 1st record of T13
is read-in, whereupon the program executes the following four phases
(indicated by the phase flag PH) in the indicated order:
PH : I. The Update Phase
PH = Z. The Print Output Phase
PH - 3. The Recycle Phase
PH - 4. The Tape Read-in Phase
The events that Occur during the first three phases are controlled by the
following mode flags, which are introduced as manual inputs:
5pM If this flag is zero, there is no print output, and
no statistical computations occur.
6p If 5p = 1, each recycle output is printed.
6 T If 6 T = 1, each recycle output is written on
the T3Z tape.
4. 3. ! PH = , 1 , The,,.,Update Phase
The purpose of the update phase is to update the stored quantities,
provided JT ¢ j" If JT = j' PH = 1 is skipped. Thus when the k + 1st record
of T13 is referred to a new epoch, the program epoch will be the same at
the end of PH = 1, thereby enabling the read-in of the k + 1 st record to
give valid results when the program enters the read-in phase. If an up-
date occurs (and k _ 0), the program executes the Update Phase Commands
(UPC) which cause the matrices V, W, B, J, _, S, _to be updated
-37-
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as follows:
Operation Forn_ai Command
V_- V _x/ax k = @p_/x k (I; 0, -, pC; I, I, 0)
W_-- WOx/Sx k = api/%x k (I; 0, -, pi; I, i, 0)
B_-- B ax/Sx k = 8m/_x k (I; 0, -, m; I, I, 0)
J <-- (ax/oxk) T J(Sx/ax k) (J; I, I,0; i, I, 0)
axk ax k 0)j .--(ax/ )T J(0x/ ) (_;i,I,0,I,I,
" S _-- (ax/axk) T S(Sx,'TSxk) (S; I, I, 0; I, I, 0)
e-- (axk/ax) (%xk/_x) T (A; 0, I, 0; 0, i,0)
The update of S and _ is onaitted Jf 6pM = 0. After executing the above
updates, the program perforn',.,the following operations-for all k {includ-
ing k = 0).
U _--
b j = k
In effect, therefore, when the epoch of the k/- I st record changes, il is
changed to the representation associated with the current (k-th)time;
o that is,
X _'--- X =
4. 3.2 PH -. Z. The Print Output Phase
%
If k = _,.., and 6pM = 1, a print output is executed, otherwise PH = 2
" is bypassed. During a print output the following events occur in the
indicated order:
_,) If k = 0, S_ and _' are computed by use of the Statistical Input
Program. Otherwise S:, A _, and,_' are computed by use of the Statistical
Output Progra m .
Z) The heading of the i_-t:" _utput to 03 is printed. This heading
takes the format
i*, j, _, k, INFO
-38-
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3) For "_ = 1, 2, . . , npo the Print Output Commands (POC),
which are manual inputs, are executed by the Executive Program and arc
printed out to 03 in the format
_; o- ; v 1 p vZ,o _1' ' 1' _Z' P2
[Contents of Z]
4) The index of the next print output time is selected from the
Print Output Times (POT), which are manned inputs, by the following '
operations
• t° ° ,.Biv = i'.- + 1
* = POT (i*)
4.3.3 PH = 3. The Recy.,cle Phase
If k = l' the program recycles, otherwise PH = 5 is byl_tssed. Duri_:u
a recycle the following events occur in the indicated order:
1) The matrices S _, A:, and At are computed from the Stati._tK_I
Output Program. If these matrices were previously computed in PH . 2.
or if 6pM = 0, this step _s skipped. -
2a)If 6T = I, the '/'32heading is written.
Zb)If 6p- I, the 0_ headin_._,for a recycle output is prJnteo in _ht
format
_', j, t. _, INFO
3) if k _ 0, and ifh T and 6pare not both zero, then for _ --1 '
. .nRO 1i _-th command of the Recycle Output Commands (ROC), which
are nRan'lal inputs, is executed by the ExecutJv'e ProgranL Each outpuI is
communicated _.o%2 or 03 or both. in accordance with the following l,;_i,::
a) If 6T :-i0 the contents of Z arc written on T3Z in a tape
fn:;'nu_t"cornl,_itibl,:withi.TAPP II.
b) If 6p : l, the contents of Z are printed out to 05 in the.
same format as that of PH - Z.
-39-
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41 Thv I_s! r,.t;:c!,- lin',. ,. _cl t.qual Io lllt, c_irretlt tirnt, and Tb,.
next recycle time ind_.x is -;.qeclt.d frunl [i:¢ _.<:cycle Times (RE]') a nlon.,._,
ii_ input, by the foliowi::,., up,.:',_tioLs:
I
r k
v u
,: li+1
# RET (:sl
4. D. 4 PH ,: 4. Tb_e Tape Read-ll.-_l°i,;a st__' '
If k -- niT ' th,.. program s:op_. If k ,In)T, tim prograln vx,.ctd,,_ a
read-in of the k ._t record of T I 7; (,:xcepl f_r lhe epoch time :r,d_.:.. _>i
: _i this record, wh_._ i. was read in al lilt: b,.gJnning of the' k-th cycle) in the.
iollowing :nannt ......
1) k, INFO, and U are ,)b_alncd from Tlt.
2) For s = 1, 2. . nTS tl_(. a and 7i"matrices ar_. lu¢,dif:,.+i
! ,1_.,
in 11:,' following lllallllt:i': [f tilt) ]'ilTl('-S|atlOll Fllig '_TS (k, 8) 1 I .,,
T
,_ _...... J : __J
.T<_. 7,a.,
Othc:'w.s,' aJ ,,nd AJ "_:'_. skipped. Since lh,. Firne-Sta_i,,i; :-'l._: ......
iYi'iq_,,[ illpol,b iW}li.ch ,_r¢. :,_,.tll,tllv cq,i..ii l_l t_ite), it ,a i},¢.t..'_:-t, i;' " .,,_,c,
ill c)nltt -ny <-_tation at ;{lly ;il;it. il), =i.illl'l__, li,t: correap(Ji-fi::.'.. ',{ t>t, : ,'. I-,,
i
Z_' I'0.
•4 tl -
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IAPPENDIX A. TAPP IllMASTER SYMBOL LIST
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Followlng is a complete hst of deflnttions of the symbols uscd in'
the program. If a symbol represents a matrix wlth a rows and
columns, its format is i;.dicatedby (n;ax_), where n is its storage
format. If n = RR, the storage is rectangular by rows; if n = TR. the
storage is triangular by rows. Triengular fo_ "-atIs only used for sym-
metric matrzces. If each entry of the matrlx consists of _/consecutive
words (where _/ _ I), th3s fact _s ind_¢a,.edby _h_.notat2on (n,_/;ax_). The
following addxtxonal notation is used to indicate speciaI types of symbols:
(--0)indicates that the first locatlon represenled by the.symbol
, _s the same as that of the _ymbol 0.
NS indicates tha_.*.hematrix represented by the symbol _s no'
stored but Is generated internally by the program whcn ncc'_'|_d
DM indicates a dummy matrix: that is, a matrlx whose first
location is a variable deterrrlined by the program.
A. 1 PROGRAM INPUTS
Tape Description
I
niT : Number of tape input tm_es ![
nTS : Number of tracking stations 1
I
n : Number of parameters in the orxginal reprc_cnta:.]on
O
np : Number of parameters in the orbit set (must : 6 or : 12)
n : Number of parameters xn the m_ss set
m j
Print Controls
i
6PM • Prxnt Mode Fl,g. If _PM : 0, there is no print output, !
and all statisticalcomputatlons are omitted I
I
n* : Number of print ou_:puts
POT : (RR; n e,'x I) Print Output Time List. Th:s hst contains
i the indices, in ascending order, of the input tape ttmes
at which a print output is desired. "
• Number of print outpu _. commands ,
._! npo •
= A-_ ,
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POC : !i_R.5: × 1' Prz: -_.O,'-p.' Cotnm,:',d Lis"rlpo
RC_ "._ 1, Co,'.'.rol_
n: : N,nnber o_ _, ", i,' ,m,:s
I_ET : _RR, ; .x 1'_ R,".'_,_ 1, ':':me L's _. rh:s ll.s: , or.:a,n_ =he
_nc "." • _ ruesin<1,_.es, _ a_,c_,_lt,g ordez, of'" " _,,pu. tape _1
_._.whi."h _ ft,,...!: _ desired
5p : F'rir'. i_o,v-.l<- Fl-,o. if 5r_ - 1. a print o.'=rs a the r,:
,-y_:ic.,me
5.._ : Tape P.e v 1_. 1,"1_,_. .f 51_ -- 1. _, tape is wr:'_.en ,_. _.h,
r¢" 'v '1_ ".ipac.
nRC , : N -,-nbcr o: r, , -,, It- O °.[" ".S
I_0 : (RR,:":;Ro.X I'_ Ixc, , !c O,,':p,. Comm,,:_i L:.,-
Common World
&TS : '_1_,. I,:12,",.. x,. :'S .i'u, -.S : , . o,: Flag.. .: 'X__k:.,,"
:s se_ cq;,l ".6 z, :o, the s--th u.a_.lon "_ iRnozed _'°'. '.he
-t.r, .... No ,,I ._X.;,S_,.'n_.. t r-,_ 4..,. ,,11 Li_e lo, ,,t:or'S Ot' h.t_'O ,,n.
x,,_l'ie. _r.d. :,, ..r:g .'_,,. ,tl .s'>_':,o_,..- are. opera.ang ,_: -_ll
nc.l : N,imi')e r of ."o.'mrrtof p;,ramc"e rs 'n.P--'_ r ;: 1_,.o . '
npt • Nuraabc. rot p,_m.:.-,.:oo_ ',- P (0 "¢_r,p,._'':_,o -np;
P.: : (RF,_; :.p. :-. 1" Co,nmon Pe: m,.';a_.ion Li_"
"'I_C : _I;It_)( r Ol .OlnYllOI, ,:Ol%8_.r-lJr.,_n
K : (RF, :... x2"_ Common Co;_st:r.:)in'; _-ir :.i_l_, Listi,t
F_ Wo: l,'-i 'F'W:
nfl .N',.mo,.r ol l,":ed p,,ram_ ._ rts ,:p__fl __ r, :l/
nKi ; N_dnbt _ o'. F'W , or,,,-,r ,1-.':_
K.1 : (RI_.; nkf ,.:2',. FW Cops':ra_r,L P/tr:...als LIs'_
So(_S'} : (I'R; n × n..l, FW A P;,oti Norm:_l Md:,,,, ot
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II .L !1 ._
Real World (RW)
i ii, n
nr 1 : Number of unconstralned parameters
npr : Number of permutations in Pr
Pr : (RR; npr x 1) RW Permutation List
nKr : Number of RW constralnts
- Kr : {RR; nkrXZ) RW Constraint Partials List
_o_--_): (TR; nrl.x nr ") RW A Priori Covarlance Matrix ofUnconstralne_ Parameters °
Optional ,Miss ,Partitions
tin1 = 0 nomlnaUy : tail of fJrst optlonal mlss part:tlon
hml : 6 nominally : head of hrst optxonal miss partition
tmZ = 0 nominally : tall of second optional miss partitlori
hmZ = 3 nominally : head of second optional mlss partl'._on
tin3 = 3 nominally : tail of third optional miss partition
hm3 = 6 nominally : head of third optional m_ss partition
tin4 : 6 nominally : tall of fourth optional miss partition
hm4 = 12 nominally : head of fourth optional miss p,trL:t,oi:
tin5 = 12 nominally : tail of hfth optional miss part,troy
hm5 = 18 nomtnally head of hfth optional miss parti_.ton
tin6 - tail of s_xth optional miss partition
hrn6 - head of sixth optional m_ss partition
tin7 - ta_l of seventh optional m:ss partition
hm7 head of seventh optional m_ss partition
tin8 - tail of eighth optional ml_s,partlt_on
hm8 - head of elghth optional m_.ss p_':"_tion
tin9 - tail of ninth optional miss pr.vtition
hm9 - head of ninth optional miss partition
#
s
, A-4
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A. Z PROGRAM CONSTANTS
Important. Fixed Matrix Locations
"_txo :_ Contains the location of (Transformation Accumulator)X o
_t : Contains the loc_ion of Y (Intermediate Storage)Y
_tz : Contains the ]ocatlon of Z (Input-Output Area)
Symbolic Addresses of ,Major Subroutines
GET X : The Partials Accumulator Subroutine
EXEC : The Executive Program
SIP : The Statistical input Program
SOP : The Statistical Output Program
Output Codin_ C0ntro! Tables
_ T3 : (RR, 3; Z6x I) The Mat.r,x Format Table
' TO : (RR, i; 6 x I) Orbi_.-Set Option List
TZ : (RR, Z; 13x l) System-Set Option Table
TI : (RR, 3; 33 x I) Set-Partion Option Table
Update Con_.rols
nup : The number of update commands
UPC : (RR, 5; nUpX I) Update Command List
Constant Matrices
=i t
r " (RR, n o Xno) Orbit Set Partials Adjoining Matrix
4 : (RR, np x no) Orbi_ Set Rows of the (n o x no)'Idenhty Matrix
I : (NS) The (n ox no) Identity Matrix
A-5
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A. 5 PROGRAM OUTPUTS
Sequence Controls
PH : Program Phase Flag. This nag indicates the computational
phase of the program in accordance with the foUowlng _ochng:
Value of
PH Name of Phase
i , iiii iii i [ iii lln , n II I I II
! Update (Epoch Shi_t)
2 Print Output
3 Recycle
4 :Tap_ Read-In
• : Number of next Print Output Phase (Not valid if 8PIV[ = 0)
l_ : Time index of next Print Output Phase, _ = PoT(_ _)
(not valid if 8P)A = 0)
' : Number of next Recycle Phase
i' : Time index of next Recycle Phase (l* = RET(_ '))
JT : Epoch index of next tape input record (k+l st record)
Output Block Identification
j : Index of program epoch
l : Index of last recycle time (time from the start of the
tracking run)
k : Index of current time
INFO : Information associated with the k-th record
Output Entity Identification
: Output entity number
COM : Command defining the w-th output entity. This set of
•locations is split up in the program into the following
7 quantities
o
_O ; Matrix Option Index
o,
A-6
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_ l_.eprcscntation of the Columns of the Matrix Option o"°i .......... , i i i i _ i llll --
[]}_I : Column Parity of cr°
T| : Orbit Set Option
P 1 : Set-Partition Option
Representation of the Rows of the Matrix Option [0"O } :
, i i i i i i i ii i i i i i . i, i i
: Pri y of[%]_Z
Tz : Orbit Set Option
PZ : Set-Partition Option e,
Stored Partials. In the following locations are stored the
' partials o_ the indicated parameter sets with respect to the pro-
gram representation x(= xj).
I : (RR, np x no). 8pJ/sx. Orbit set at program epoch
• U : (RR, np x no). 8pk/8x. Orbit set at current time
_ V : (RR, np x no). 8p I/Sx. Orbit set at last recycle time
"W : (RR, np x no), 8p _/8x. Crbit set at injection
B : (RR, nm x no). 8m/Sx. Miss set
Tracking AccuraE_, (from I to k, referred to x)
J. : (TR, no x no). The "ATwA " Normal Matrix
a%,
J : (TR, n o x no). The "ATwMwA '' Normal Matrix
A P.riori Statistics (at _, referred to x. Not valid if 6pM = 0)
!
S ' : (TR, n o x no). Fit World Normal Matrix (Extended)
: (TR, n o x no). Real World Covariance Matrix
!
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
I /
/
/
,/ A-7 '/
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Current StaZ_stics (at k refel;red to x). The following s ymool._
possess the indicated significance only if _PM = 1.
6cs • Current S_a_zstr.s Validity Flag. if &ca = 1, which occurs
only if k = 1_ or.k = 1 ', the following matr,ces contain
vahd information unless otherwise indicated.
S' : (TR; n o x no) Fit World Normal Matrix (Extended)
A' : (TR; n_ x Fit World Covarzance Matrlx (not vahd
ifk- n°)
_[' : (TR, n o x no) Real World Covariance IMazrxx
( Z): (RR, n x n ). Real World Tracking Noise Covariavce4. 0 0 .
Ma_rlx (vah¢ionIylf_ : I, PH = Z)
A.4 UTILITY LOCATIONS
Tracking Accurac)r.Tape Read-In.(from tk. I to tk, referred
to xl
s : Station Number
•AJ(=--.S'):(TR; no x no) The "ATwA ''matrlx for the s-th star,on
,%,
AJ(--A'):(TR; no x no) The "ATwMwA ''matrlx for the s-th sta :ion
Partials Accumulator (x = (},,7, p I)
}_ : Parlty of x
7 : Orbit Set Option of x !
!
p : Set-Partition Optlon of x !
I
l
_t : The location of x lX
nix. : The number of rows of x
X : (DIM) (R.R; nlxX no):' The Partials Accumulator
XT : (KR, n o x nl_: Fixed locations for storing the transpose
of x
A-8
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,o .m,,.io_,A,:r:umulator (XO <:F,v, Xl
5 = i,x : Tra_slormatmn Ac:::'_.mulatorValzd,_y Flag. If 6x
X .'ont,'ilns ,%vRlid _ransformatton matrlx defined by
th°e3:'¢h:_.sI,X, rx, XX
i_ : Pnr,_y oi" X c
v . Orb:": Set Opt'on o£ X
>: 0
X× Sy_te.m Opt,on Of X 0
'IIX , R, n >_3: lhe Tzansforrnation Accumulat.or
0 0 ,O
Na.':uralPart:ttomng of X O
X _..np_n ° -np___,
PP These symbols represent the ._ - " '"'
Xpq indicated pa.rti_tomng of _he r/ X X
X Tra.nsiormat':on A,:c:_TmulatorX : p pp pq
qp o
Xqq .
i X '
no_ Xqp qq
b .
Xpo (Xpq. Xqq) __ , ,-_ . ,'
The rr, pl.:t-Ou:puc Are.L (z) ..
6Zl The ".ck:_,'.'._:y Ft,,g. '.'f 8zi = 1 the z locat_onb at,-,:tea*c,;by _ • ._';i
• ..,eE.-._. ,,eProgram as though z contained ;h_.
'n
O " _"01 tdcD;i':V ['
n : '?he :_,m_b(,-.,r oi"rows of zlz
• The nn.mb(.r of ,':Ol_lt'nns Oi Z
£l"2.2,` .
d. (EFt, n , n ' The .'.,-p,_:.-OutpuC Areao
In_ermecUatc 5::o! _,g(-_Arga:(Y)
The r_,nnbcr of rows of Y
nly
nzy : The n',,mbvz of cotumn_ of Y
Y : {RR, Po - :_o ) '['h,"Tr',,,rn_edlate Storage Area
A-.9
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The Row-Transformed Matrix (_,
_t_ : The lo,:a.tzon of
ni_ : The number of rows of
_' : (DM) (RR, niy- x no), The R.ow Transformed Matrix
Miscellaneous. Most of the following symbols xepresent
locati6ns-used by the table lookup routines (see Appendix B)
: The symbohc "mpu;;to r3
F : The format of a matrix
_t : The f, rs_ /,or it. some cases one minus the first) location
of a matrix
&l : The number of rows of a matrix
AZ : The number of columns of a matrix
X : The System Index IX - 0 '_ndicates an isolated set)
n • For X_ 0: _he number oflinks requlred to chain-rule
from x' '_ to ".hestandard representation x
t : One minus the first location of a parameter set part,tion
(the tail of a partition)
h : The last lo,:ationof a parameter set partition
¢
: The Orbit Set Partition Type
: 0 ¢,---b t-- 0, h = n
P
g - i _ t -.np, h "--Znp
g = 2 _ : - 2np, h = 3np
a ' The row index of a matrlx entry
b : The column index of a matrix en_.ry•
A-IO
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APPENDIX B. OUTPUT OPTION CONTROLS
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I II I I mlll II J_III III II II
i ..............
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cl
,.._ _ _. ._ _
""_ "_
_' _ o .o o .o
"_ _ ¢_ _0 _0 i:0 _0 i_0 _0 ,
e i-* N N N _ N
i i II -III I i iii i I
Q
i .
I
I -
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#Table B-2. Orbit-Set Options (TO)
i ,i ,
--T 0(T)-.-.p
i
TO
T -t Ii i
PZE
ORBIT PARAMETERS AT:
I
0 I 0 Epoch (t_) (This entry is not needed in the program)
i U I 0 Current _Time ('tk)!
Z V I 0 Last Recycle Time (t£)I
3 W I 0 Injection Time (t i )I
I TARGET PARAMETERS (for present TAPP I miss)
4 B [ 1 Znd Set of np Miss Parameters (UDC)
5 B 2 5rd Set of n Miss Parameters (DCA) *
• I P
Ja
J
B-5
0
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Table B.]. System-Set Options
INPUTs 4..T2(x, n)'k
T2
0"
PZE BCI
B.6
o0
A
1.4
0_) .-. _ .. &
0 o _ _
•,4 _ _ _ _ o _ _ o -,_ _ _ 0 ._
0 _ _
!
_ "
,.=( 0 _ 0 (,.) (.) I_ U 0 0 O
o] o I =_' o) o I o ! ._ =o ol ol ol
H
................. _ ....... , ,, i i i ,=.... i
a. _ 0 0., 0_ 0 tO U U O _ .,._ ,_
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0 "-"
=m N
,_ = I.t
_0 _0o _ m
.,., ._ _ < _ _ _ _
"" _ 0
0 '_' _ m _ _ ._ _ _ ._
"" E
E
.,., _ _ _ ::::1
•,0, o _,
"_ t_[ <I_
U3
•- ;_ _ OI
_ _ 0
0 _-_ ¢h
-_
" ol _ = o" °1 ol._. * = oi oi °I oi ,=='
± i i ,,, =, ...........
I_ll I __ I II Illlllll II I II_l[ ILLIL __l
%
iii i nl iii i j j i
B-8
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B..9
!
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!Table B-5. Permanently Stored Commands
B-IO
_,,lll
: : "d
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APPENDIX C. THE FLOW DIAGRAMS
b
C-!
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F1gl.zeC..I. Par%alb AL,,,m0,1a'or Subzoa'Jne
(:-2
,
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Figure C..Z. The Exe,:u_._ve Program '
C-)
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Z--_
y --- XoZ .
Z -" Y Xo "r
_'--Z
X--A'
0
Z--J _"
y ---yX °
Y"YX T
0
] I I
!
Figl, re C-3. The Statlsttca| Output Prolram
C-4
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........... -° . . o .
' !1
i
C-S
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APPENDIX D. THE CODING OF INPUT SYSTEMS AND PARTITIONS
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Table D-1. Coding of the Information in Figure D-1
Tape Description Fit Worldi
no = 29 nfi = 13
.rip= 6 nKf= 4
Common Assumptions Kf = 15, |1
' 8tflOe
n c! = t8 17, 8
8kf l ab
npc = IZ 17, 9
_kf/8c
P = I0, 14 180 9
c 12, 19 8_f/8c
13, 18
14, 25 Real World
15, 26 _-'
16, 22 nr I = 1418, 19
19, 10 npr = 4
22, 12
25, 13 P : 11, 17
26, 15 r 13, 15
27, 16 15, 11
17. 13
nkc = 7
K = 22, 7 nkr = 4
c 0£c/aa K = 15, 13
22, 11 r 8er/Ot
8fc/Oe 16, II
22, 14 Opt/Ok
8fc/Os 18, 9
23, I1 8ur/Oc
8qc/Oe 18, 10
23, 16 Our/Oh
8qc/Op
Z5, 8
8gc/Ob .
25, 10
8gc/Ob
Do3
8"
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